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SW APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR ESTIMATING THE EFFlK35 OF

AEROELASTIC BENDING OF ROCKET-PROPELLED

MODEL-BOOSTER COMBINATIONS

By Richard G. Arbic, George White, and
Warren Gillespie, Jr.

Methods are presented for estimating the aeroelastic effects and
structural requirements of rocket-propelled model-booster combinations
that are nearly symmetrical. Each method is presented according to
suitability for a general type of model-booster configuration, each type
being covered by one of three cases. The methods differ principally in
the manner in which booster stiffness, reference axis, sad inertia loading
are considered. This analysis permits a computation of the Mach numbers
at which either a structural bending divergence or an aerodynamic pitching
divergence of the combination may occur for a given flight condition. The

b increased stiffness, strength, or booster fin size that may be required to
minimize aeroelastic effects can be determined.

& Flight results are presented for some model-booster combinations
flown by the Lsmgley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division. Experience has
shown that, when the analysis predicted the comb!hation to be “ssfe,” a
successful flight was generally obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Experience in rocket-model testing indicates that the usual method
of boosting models (or missiles) to high Mach numbers by mounting the
model ahead of a booster generally results in a configuration that is
highly susceptible to aerodynamic and structural divergence. Rigid-body
methods for determining the strength and static-stability requirements
of such aerodynamic bodies are often insufficientfor predicting successful
flight at high velocity and low altitude. Under these conditions of high

* dynamic pressure it becomes necessary to consider aeroelastic bending
which may cause lift increases and local failure of the structure or
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aerodynamic divergence due to forward movement of the center of pressure. *
Further, bending may progress in such a manner that the lift caused.by
deformation becomes greater than the lift necessary to produce the defor-
mation so that deflections continue to increase in a divergent manner.

.

This phenomenon is hereinafter called structural divergence.

Methods are presented for estimating the aero@mmic- and structural-
divergence Mach numbers of symmetrical or nearly symmetrical model-booster
combinations and for determining the structural req.uir~nts. Several
simplifying assumptions have been made which detract from the accuracy of
these methods, Ix.rb In view of’the large saving of time tiforded, as”corn--
pared with a more rigorous dynamic .mml.ysissuch as that of reference 1,
these approximate methods are thought Justifiable, especially for prelim-
inary design purposes.

Results obtained by the methods are presented for
configurations flown at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft
at Wallops Island, Va.

SYMBOLS

some model-%ooster
Research Station

acceleration, ft/sec2

angle of attack, deg

applied angle of attack, deg -.

resultant angle of attack

resultant angle of attack
deg

due to aeroelastic bending, deg

of wing mean aerodymimic chord (M.A.C.),

sagle of attack of model wing necessary to produce zero static
stability of the combination, deg —

initial incremental angle of attack due to bending, deg

measured incremental angle of attack due to applied load, deg

structural emgle due to bending, q - ~; deg-””
--

rotational acceleration, radians/sec2 —.

lift-curve slope per degree -

~.

,. -. ... e
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● c downwash angle, deg
.

de/da’ rate of chsnge in downwash angle with angle of attack
“

I

K

E

L

La

m

M

*cp

7

plsne moment of inertia of body cross section, ~,k

mass moment of inertia of mcdel-booster combination in pitch,

Slug-ftz

initial response factor, Aa/uQ

modulus of elasticity, lb/sq in.

lift, lb

lift per degree angle of attack at maximum desig Mach number,
lb/deg

mass of model-booster conibi.nation,slug

Mach number

aerodynamic-divergence Mach nuder

msximum design Mach number

structural-divergenceMach nmiber

10d, lb

load required to produce 1° of bending deflection, lb/deg

static pressure, lb/sq ft

dynsmic pressure, lb/sq ft

lifting-surface area, sq ft

distance from center of pressure to center of gravity of model-
booster combination, ft

ratio of specific heats for air

Subscripts:

n noses

w wing

. 1) booster fins
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ANALYSIS Q-

, .
General Considerations ..-

“

—

Typical model-booster configurations that exhibit divergent and
nondivergent tendencies are illustrated in figure 1. For the type
possessing a divergent tendency due to aeroelastic bending, lift on the
surfaces results in bending of the combination in such a manner as to

—.

increase the angle of attack of the fofiard surface relative to the rear
—

surface, thus tending to destabilize the combination. For the non-
divergent model-booster combination, the effect of inertia loads ahead
of the forward surface is to reduce the angle of attack of this surface
relative to the rear surface and prevent load increases. El this
instance, the effect of aeroelastic bending is stabilizing.

Configurations such as those shown in figures 2 to 6 are likely to
be of the divergent type. Configurations similar to that in figure 7
may possibly be nondivergent, depending on the mass and its distribution
with respect to the area and location of the lifting surfaces. To
determine whether such a configuration is subject to aeroelastic diver- .
gence requires calculation of the deflection curve for an assumed dis-
turbance, taking into account the effect of inertia loads. If such a
configuration as that in figure 7 is of the divergent-type, the aero-
elastic pitching- and structural-divergenceMach numbers will be rela-
tively high and may not impose a design problem. If of the nondivergent
type, a conservative estimate of the strength and static stabilityof

—

the model-booster combination can be obtainbd by a rigid-body analysis. “r

Basic Assumptions

The aeroelastic analysis of the model-booster combination is
simplified by the following basic assumptions. The bending response of
the combination is assumed to occur very rapidly compared with the
pitching response. A simultaneous solution for bending snd pitching
motions is thereby avoided. The bending response due to a constant’l”
applied angle of attack is determined. The amplification of this initial
disturbance by aeroelastic bending is sufficient to indicate the effect
of aeroelastic bending on the static stability and divergence of the
combination. Stationary lift coefficients corresponding to the MAch
number range under investigation are used to calculate the incremental
air loads that develop during the short time that aeroelastic bending
occurs● The additional downwash at the rear surface due to bending of
the forward surface is neglected in estimating the air.load on the rear
surface.

—
—

.-

9
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If the flexibility effects of the lifting surfaces of the model and
booster are appreciable, their effective lift-curve slopes should be
determined by a separate analysis before bending of the combination is
analyzed. Although several methods are available for estimating aero-
elastic deformation of wings (refs. 2 and 3), the method described in
appendix A has been found to give an adequate indication of the effec-
tive lift-curve slope of a flexible wing for use in analyzing the bending
of the model-booster combination.

The methods presented are most suitable to symmetrical model-booster
configurations designed to fly near zero lift. Configurations having
several degrees of wing incidence may require further investigation,
especially for the estimation of the necessary strength requirements.
Some of the problems relating to asymmetrical configurations are dis-
cussed under “Results and Discussion” in the section entitled “Special
Considerations.“

For purposes of further ~lysisj model-booster configurations are
treated under the three cases subsequently described. Although the
following cases have been establtihed, not all configurations canbe
classed by inspection as most suitable to analysis under my particular
one of these cases. Tn general, it may be stated that my configura-
tion csn be analysed by the longer method developed for case III.

Case I - Small Model With Lsrge Booster

Configuration.- Case I applies to a configuration consisting of a
rigid booster carrying in front of it a small flexible model. The bending
deflection of the booster is negligible and the effect of a.eroelastic
bending of the model and coupling on the static stability of the combina-
tion is negligible. Figure 2 shows a configuration of this type. For
this case, only a structural-divergenceMach nuniberis determined.

Assumptions.- The following assumptions in addition to the basic
ones discussed previously apply to a smald.model with a large booster:

(1) The contribution of the forward portion (the model) to the
static longitudinal stability of the combination is negligible. Load
increases on the forward surface due to bending of the sting are not
sufficient to destabilize the combination.

(2) Bending stiffness of the rearward portion (the booster) is large
compared with that of the forward portion.

(3) me effect of tiertia 10=3.sis negligible.

(4) The reference flight-path axis is parall.elto the booster center
line. --—--+’--’--
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—

Method.- By considering a configuration similar to that shown In
figure 2, it c&n be seen that any aerodynamic disturbance encwnteread
by the forward.wing will cause the support sting to bend. This bending
will produce an additional angle of attack on the wing-which will in
tuxn cause an increase in the air load ati further bending of the sting.

—
An equation can be written to eqress the convergence (or divergence)

of the model structure to an equilibrium an~e of attack. This expres-
sion is of the form

where ~ is the equilibrium or resultsmt angle of attack; ~, the
applied angle of attack; and Aa, the initial incremental angle of attack
due to bending. Letting AcL/@ = K results in the expression

%=

Substituting ~
1 -K

~+~(K+K2+K3+ . . . . .&..)

and simplifying yields

= K+#+K3+ . . . ..P . ..gives

%
K

()
=ao+~—

1 -K

%?1—=—
‘% 1-K

(2)

(.3)” --

(4) ‘-

.— -— ——
Equation (4) applies for K = 1 and structural dive-rgenceoccurs

for values of K > 1.

Inasmuch as the aeroelastic behavior of the model structure is
linear within the region where C!La is const~t, the ratio ~/~,
which is the ratio of the equilibrium angle to the applied.angle, is
essentially an simplificationfactor that expresses the aeroelastic
bending response of the model.

If the sting is sufficiently flexible, the.additional air load . -
produced by the bending may be greater than the load from the initial

n

*

—

—

--

—

$“

v

.-

b
. .
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disturbance (K > 1), in which case the deflection will continue to
increase in a divergent msmner until structural failure occurs or until
the lift-curve slope is reduced by stalling ar other causes. It should
be noted that this reasoning applies equally well to wingless bodies
such as long pressure probes aud vsrious types of “sting” supports, if
only the lift derived from the body itself is considered.

The preceding result may also be derived in terms of the loads
required for equilibrium. The qutity ~ is used to represent lift

per degree sngle of attack at maximmn-design Mach m.miberon the small
forward wing, =d P@, the load required at the center of pressure of
this wing to produce 1° bending deflection in the sting.

The lift on the forward wing at any deflected position is then

L = ~(ao + #) (5)

where ~ is the sngle of attack due to the initisl disturbance, and
@ is the angular deflection at the center of pressure caused by bending
of the sting.

Elastic restoring load in the sting at any deflected position is
merely

P=P@

Since, for equilibrium to be attained, L must
the expressions for L and P previously mentioned
solved for @, so that

It is seen in this equation that if

La, the value of # is either infinitely

(6)

be equal to P,
are set equal and

(7)

P~ is equal to or less thsn

positive or negative for any
value of ~, no matter how small. This result indicates a lack of
equilibrium, or structural divergence.

Since structural divergence occurs at the Mach nuniberat which
&=P@ (or K= 1), a expression canbe established for the structural-
divergence lkch number

Ms=
T

O

o.7P&L#
(8)

where the constant 0.7 eqtis 7/2.
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Configurations that have a structural-divergenceMach number safely -
above the anticipated flight range must, nevertheless, be proovidedwith
sufficient stren@h to withstand loads snd moments that may be experie-
nced within the flight range. A determination of these loads and
moments should consider the amplification of an estimated initial dis-
turbance by aeroelastic bending. For exemple, if a maximum initial
angle of attack ~ of 0.5° is expected at the critical flight condi-
tion, and the simplificationfactor a#xo is equal to 3; the configu-

ration should be designed to withstand loads and moments imposed when
the forward surface is at 0.5(3) = 1.5° and the rearward surface is at
0.5° angle of attack. The normal loads so determined are used in con-
junction with estimated longitudinal loads from aerodynamic drag smd
acceleration. These loads are “multipliedby a factor of safety of 1.5 .,
to obtain the design loads. The surfaces should also be checked for
flutter. Reference 4 presents flutter criteria which may be used in
preliminary design of missile lifting surfaces.

Case ~II - Large Light Model With Rigid Moster

Confim ation.- Figure 3 shows the type of configuration considered
suitable to case II. The model is relatively light and flexible compared
to the booster and has considerable wing area. Most of the bending
results from model ad coupling flexibility ~d this bending has a large
effect in reducing the effective static stability of the combination.
Mach numbers for both aerodynamic pitching divergence and structural
bending divergence are determined.

s“

*—

-

.

--

4

Asfiumptions.- The method for case II is based on the following
simplifying assumptions in addition to the basic assumptions: ——- ~

(1) The booster is considered to be a rigid body. Deflection of
the combination in flight is due to bending at the model-booster coupling .
or along the model fuselage, or both. ----.

(2) The center line of the booster is taken as the flight-path axis
of themodel-booster combination and all angles are referenced to this —
axis#

(3) The effect of inertia loads is negligible.

Method.- Due to the assumption that the booster is rigid, the model
deflects in the ssme msmer as doe’sthe sting-mountedmodel of case I.
The method of case I is used to determine the aeroelastic bending of the
model snd strength requirements of the combination. In addition to
providing strength and bending convergence,,the combination must also
be statically stable aerodynamically at the given Mach ribber. For the

*

.
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, combination to remain statically stable, it is necessary to insure that
the equilibrium angle of attack of the model does not result in suffi-
cient-lift to unbalance the stabilizing lift of the booster fins. The

& angle of attack of the model wing necessary to destabilize the combina-
tion can be found by equating the moments of the aerodynamic forces
about the conibinationcenter of gravity. By considering only the con-
tribution of the model wing and booster fins, the equation is as follows:

(9)

where the subscript w refers to the model wing and b refers to the

booster. %%@ assuming qw = ~ and — =—, the ratio of model-wing
%%

angle of attack to the applied angle of attack necessary to reduce the
static stability of the combination to zero is

(10)
‘%

If, for any Mach number, the

model-booster combination is

.,
c~%xcpw

ratio ~~~ is greater than ~/~, the
statically stable. A plot against Mach

u number of ~/~ and ~/~ will result in two curves; the former
being the aeroelastic response of the model sad the latter the static
stability boundary for the combination. Provided the aeroelastic

. response curve does not cross the static stability boundary below the
maximum Mach nmnber expected, the combination should remain statically
stable.

that

Case III - General Case

Configuration.- The general and most complex case (case 111) is
for which bending of the model and booster should be considered

because of aerodynamic and inertia loads. Figures 6 ad 7 show configura-
tions of this type. The model and booster are of comparable mass snd
stiffness and the effect of bending on the static stability of the com-
bination may be lsrge. As in case II, Mach numbers for aerodynamic
divergence smd structural divergence are determined.

Assumption.- The following assumption is peculiar to case III.
The longitudinal sxis through the center of gravity of the deflected
conibhation about which the radius of gyration is a minimum should be
used as a reference line. As an alternative, the more easily determined
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line through the centers of pressure of the two l.arg~st
been found to be generally satisfactory, depending on a
tribution of the configuration mass with respect to the

NACA RM L53JZJ8

airloads has
UIlifOI’Dldis-
two air loads.

Method.- Air loads are calculated foran angle of attack of 1°
and balancing rigid-body imertia loads me determined. On the basis
of this loading system, a deflection curve is calculated in the ~r
explained in appendix B and the reference axis is determined. Deflec-
tions of the lifting surfaces with respect to the reference axis are
used to calculate additional air and inertia loads. The initial set
of loads modified by the additional.loads is then applied to the unbent
combination to obtain a modified deflection curve and corresponding
reference axis. This process is repeated until the bending curve either
converges or diverges. If the curve converges, the &erodynamic mcment
unbalsnce about the center of gravity is calculated to determine the
effective static stability. The moment unbalance is calculated at dif-
ferent Mach numbers and plotted to determine the Mach number for which
the moment is zero. Aerodynamic pitching divergence of the combination
is assumed to occur at @is Mach number.

The foregoing procedure may be shortened if the initial deflecti-&s
of lifting surfaces obtained from the first bending curve are converged
separately without calculation of additional bending~es, and the

unbalanced moment is then calculated.
ar 1The equation — = - may be

used in the
the surface

%1—=
a. .l+K

condition a
is equal to
are assumed

CLol-K
manner described previously when the initial deflection of
is in the direction to increase the air load. The equation

should be used when the air load is reduced. For the first

Mach number for structural divergence is determined when K
1. If the lift-curve slopes and center-of-pressure lodations
to be constant over the Mach number range of interest,

—

—

I

I
1

b

,—,-

—

v

initial deflections of the lifting surfaces at any Mach number c& be
calculated from those at a given Mach number by makip.guse of the fact
that initial deflections and air loads vary directly with the square
of the Mach number. These sets of deflections are then converged.

If a one-step solution is desired, the initial incremental angles
of attack Aa of the various lifting surfaces are calculated at &

for ~ = 1°. These values are inserted in the following equation .-. ——

which is then solved for the aerodynamic-divergenceMach number ~:
—

b
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,

.

(U)( Ma2)L#cpb ~~ + q — =0

%X2

A design criterion for strength similar to that used for case I
and case II configurations may be used on case III conf@urations. Since
the resultant equilibrium angle of attack at the rear surface obtained
by the method of case III may be less than the initial applied single
of attack, the design of the rear portion of the configuration by the
set of resultant equilibrium deflections would be optimistic. To avoid
such optimism, the configuration should be checked separately for both
the initisl applied disturbance .md the final equilibrium conditions.

Typical model-booster
Aircraft Research Division

MODEIS AND TESTS

combinations flown by the Langley Pilotless
(at its testing station at Wallops Island, Va.)

. are shown in figures 2 to 7. The combinations were either of all metal
or metal snd wood construction with the model in nearly all cases free
to separate from the booster sfter booster-motor burnout. The models

. were generally instrumented with a telemeter that transmitted, among
other,qusmtities, the normal acceleration at the model center of gravity.
The burning time of the different solid-fuel-booster rocket motors
varied between 1 and 3 seconds. During the bOQSt period the model-
booster combinations were subject to possible aeroelastic bending effects.

The aeroelastic-divergence Mach numbers were calculated for these
model-booster combinations by the methds presented previously. For
use in the analysis by the method of case II, static-deflection tests
were made of the model and its booster coupling to determine their
flexibility. A typical test setup is shown in figure 8. For models of
the type shown in figure 4, the flexibility of the wing was simultaneously
investigated by applying the test load at the 40-percent M.A.C. location
of each wing panel. Dial gages were located to measure the rotation of
the wing M.A.C. and deflection along the body. An initial load was
applied to take up looseness of the model in the coupling, insuring that

& linear deflections would be obtained. Table I lists additional models
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of the t~e shown in figures 3 and 4. Someof these “modelsand booster
couplings incorporated modifications which reduced the deflections found
by the initial static tests of the configuration.

—

RESULTS AND Discussion

Cases I and II were set up in an effort to reduce the smount of
computation required by the general analysis for case 111. F?mther,
the methods of cases I and II are well-suited to a simple static test .
of the actual model and coupling before flight. Such a test may indicate
loose rivet joints or other additional.sources of deflection not apparent ,
in the preliminary design. It will not alwsys be possible, however, to
classify by inspection a new configuration as most suitable to analysis
by any particular one of these cases. If the rigidity of the booster
is in doubt or if the mass of the model is sufficient to warrsmt con-
sideration, the method of case III should be used.

Case II - Large Light Model With Rigid Booster

Data in figures 9 to 12 pertain to the arrow- and sweptback-wing
configurations of figures 3 and 4, respectively. For the application
of the method of case II, the static-deflectiontest data were plotted
as shown in figure 9 and the emgles of the body and wiiigM.A.C. were
determined for the applied load. The arrow wing was assumed rigid and

K.

.—

.

—

-x

—

—

.,-

0—

the angle of the body and wing are, therefore, seen to be the ssme.
For the more flexible swept-wing model, the angle of the wing M.A.C.
is less than the angle of the body (or of a rigid wing). The modified
booster couplings are seen to result in less severe bending, especially

Y-

for the arrow-wing configuration.

The curves of figure 10 were obtained from an estiinateof the
rigid-wing lift per degree angle of attack used in conj–wction with the
measured incremental angles shown in figure 9 for the wing and body;

——

The initial incremental angles Aa due to an applied angle of attack ~
were determined as follows for the various Mach numbers:

$&b Lift per degree
.

Applied load —.

where @ is the measured angle due to the applied load. Values of
K = As/@ were then plotted against Mach number. Values of K >1 are
seen to result in structural divergence. In.figure 10(a) the point
shown, based on calculated stiffness for model 1, illustrates the

/.
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improvement over models 2, 3, and 4A as a result of the use of a solid-
rather than a hollow-steel tail cone for “mating” with the booster
coupling. In figure 10(b) the two upper curves are the initial responses
for the body with original and modified couplm and, thus, represent
the rigid-wing responses. The two lower curves are the initial responses
for the steel and 75S-T6 aluminw-alloy wing on the body with modified
COU@i~ and, thus, show the improvement due to wing flexibility.

The aeroelastic-bending-responsecurves of figure 11 were obtained
by substituting values of’ K from figure 10 in the previously derived

%?1equation — = —. The static-stabilityboundaries were obtained by
a. 1-K

equation (10). Separate stability boundaries were obtained in fig-
ure D(b) for a rigid wing and for a solid 75S-T6 altinum-alloy wing
by using appropriate values of rigid and flexible wing lift-curve slope.
The effective wing lift-curve slope for the 75S-T6 wing was obtainedby
the method outlined in appendix A.

Figure 11 shows that the intersection of the aeroelastic response
curve and the static-stability boundary occurs at a lower Mach number
than does the structural-divergenceMach numbei. b fact, the data of
this figure indicate that infinite static stability wou3d be necessary
in order for failure to occur because of structural divergence. Further,
excepting very slight disturbances, deflections would probably result in
a local failure of some part of the structure before structural divergence
could OCCUr. For model-booster combinations of this type, therefore, the
structural-divergenceMach number is probably not a sate criterion for
predicting failure. For small sting-mounted models on a highly stable
booster which approach the models of case I, however, the structural-
snd aerodynamic-divergenceMach nuniberswould not be so widely different
and prediction of failure on the basis of structural divergence would
not be too unconservative provided strength requirements were met. This
csn be visualized from figure n(a) by imagining the static-stability
boundary displaced upward and by noticing that the intersection of this
boundary with the solid-line bending-response curve (for models 2, 3,
and 4A) approaches the Mach number for structural divergence.

The most effective means of increasing the structural- and
aerodynamic-divergenceMach numbers is by stiffening the model-booster
combination, but for a given aeroelastic-bending-responsecurve (or for
a given stiffness), the aerodynamic-divergenceMach nuuibercan also be
increased by providing the ccmibinationwith larger and more effective
booster fins. In figure n(b), wing flexibility is seen to result in
less severe aeroelastic bending and in more effective static stability.
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Models 2 end 3 in figure n(a) failed at “ahigher &ch nuniberthan b

shown for aerodynamic divergence. One explanation~or this resqlt
in the fact that aerodynamic divergence does not necessarily result

in imediate failure of the structure. Since figure 11 applies regard-
less of the magnitude of the disturbance, it is evident that, for a
slight disturbance, the loads encountered when aerodynamic divergence
occurs might not be sufficient to cause structural fail~, but that
failure would occur soon afterwards due to rapidly increasing loads. T-
The curve of normal accelerations for model 3 in figure 12 appears to ‘“
substantiate this reasoning because of the rapid increase in normal
accelerations just before failure. It is of interest to note that
aerodynamic divergence appears to have be- at approximately 1.3 seconds
corresponding to a Mach number of about 0.9 and that near aerodynamic
instability is predicted in this Mach number region in figure U.(a) for
model 3. Unfortunately, model 2 did not carry a normal accelerometer
and the aforementioned evidence of aerodynamic divergence.was, therefore,
not supported by this model. Model 3 is believed to have failed at a
lower Mach number than did model 2 because it had deflected ailerons
forcing the combination to roll and, thus, producing additional stresses.
A second explanation of the apparent discrepancy between the Mach number
predicted for aerodynamic divergence and the actual failure Mach numiber
is that the method is conservative. This fact is borme out by the
calculated point for model 1 which predicts aerodynamic divergence,
whereas the combination actually experienced a successful boost. Not
all of this apparent discrepancy for model 1 is attributed to conserva-
tism of the method, however, for it is thought that some unknown factors
contributed to the sucess of the model-booster combination and that
repeated flights would not necessarily have been successful. For example,
examination of figure 12, which shows velocity and normal acceleration
during boost, reveals that the arrow-wing combination was subject to sm
abrupt transonic trim change. This trim change is seen to occur at
armroximately the ssme velocity for the combinations of models 1 and 4c. -
fi~ ability ~f the combination-tonegotiate this trim c-e, coupled
with the long period of the nearly statically unstable combination,
could possibly have played a part in the success of model 1, for it is
evident that the combination had a tendency to trim to negative normal
force and the sudden transonic trim cheage resulted in positive normal
force permitting the combination to start trimming anew to negative
normal-force. The model-booster combinations of
are seen to have experienced no sudden transonic
merely trimmed slowly to negative normal force.

Case III - General Case

models 5B, 6, and 7
trim changes, but

In figure 13 is shown the deflection curve-at Mach number 0.9 snd
a plot of uribalancedmoment sgainst Mach number for the model-booster
combination of figure 5. The deflection curve was calculated by the

.

—
.. -. ..-

_. ~...
—
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.
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—
—
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.

method of appendix B, and, for calculation of unbalanced moment, it was
assumed that deflections at Mach numbers other than 0.9 were a function
only of dynsmic pressure, the aerodynamic derivatives remaining constant.
Figure 13(b) shows that for this configuration the converged solution by
the general method (case III) gives results which are more conservative
thsn a one-step solution by the same method. Results by the method of
case II are included for comparison and show more conservative results
thsm the converged solution by the general method for this combination.

Tabular results are presented in table II for the configurations of
figures 3 to 7. This table gives the calculated aerodynamic-divergence
Mach number obtained by the methods of either case II or case III (one-
step solutions) or of both methods where availsble and also gives the
maximum-flight Mach nuniberattained by the combination at separation or
failure. The results for the configuration of figure 7 were included to
show that a combination of this type has a relatively high aerodynamic-
divergence Mach number largely because of the rearward location of the
mdel wing.

Special Considerations

The methods herein presented have been used with satisfactory results
for predicting the capabilities of symmetrical.and slightly asymmetrical
model-booster combinations, but some difficulty has been encountered with
configurations having a considerable degree of asymuet~. For exsmple,
some airplane-t~e configurations require the use of a “shovel type”
booster coupling similar to the modified coupling shown for the arrow-
wing configuration. Such a coupling must not intetiere with drag-inertia
separation of the model at booster burnout, and care must be taken in the
design to insure that the vertical center of gravity of the combination
is not displaced too far from the thrust center line. Attempts to keep
the vertical center of gravity of the combination on the center line by
designing booster fins whose mass would balance the forward off-center-
line mass have not proved very successful since high local bending moments
result from the mass offset and thrust acceleration, in some cases con-
tributing additional destabilizing bending deflections.

Some airplane-type configurations have been found to experience very
high normal accelerations during boost through the transonic speed range.
This apparent “trhn chsnge” has sometimes resulted in structural failure
of the model-booster combination. Such a trim change for the arrow-wing
configuration can be seen by examination of the normal acceleration curves
in figure 12. For this configuration, however, the normal accelerations
eqerienced were not very high. Since the model-booster combinations are
usually desi~ed with a small margin of safety on strength, any unforeseen
increase in trim angle of attack is likely to cause structural failure.
This problem is complicated somewhat by the uncertainty in prediction of
the trim angle for previously untested configurations.
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As a result of the foregoing considerations, asymmetrical configura-
tions have been found to require a more extensive analysis than is provided
by the methods herein presented. Since, for these configurations,failure
is not necessarily a result of aeroelastic divergence, a larger safety
factor on strength has been found desirable in order to prevent structural
failure due to unforeseen transonic trim ctinges and other possible effects
of asynmetry.

The methods presented herein are based on an assumed instantaneous
disturbance and further assume that the aeroelastic bending response-of
the combination is more rapid than the aerodynamic pitching responsej “--
so that the combination does not have time to rotate into the relative
wind because of its inherent static stability. In many cases, the largest
normal force instigating aeroelastic bending is a result--ofmodel-wing
misalinement relative to the booster fins (arising from construction
tolerances or wing incidence) rather than a sudden disturbance such as

a gust. The normal forces due to misalinement are present from the
start of booster flight and increase with Mach number permitting the
combination to bend smd trim to an equilibrium angle of attack. Thus,
the model-booster ccmibinationcan experience either sudden disturbances
due to gusts or a gradual disturbance due to misalinement, or both. The
methods presented are assumed valid for any of these conditions provided
the misalinement between the major lifting surfaces is small so that the
surfaces of the unbent combination experience essentially the sszne singles
of attack. For combinations having forward and rearward _surfacesset at
different angles of incidence, the bending response of the combination
should be based on the estimated angle of attack of the different surfaces
when the unbent combination is trimmed in flight, since the elastic curve
thus obtained would probabl.ybe somewhat different frcm that obtained by
assuming equal applied angles of attack for each surface. Except for.the
use of these different initial.applied angles, the method of obtaining
the aerodynamic divergence Mach nuuiberis the ssme as that presented for
case III by either a one-step calculation of the combination deflection
curve or by the complete convergence process. .Fbr calculation of strength
requirements, the converged solution for the equilibrium angle of attack
of the forward portion should always be used Since this procedure produces
a more severe loading condition. The rearward portion, however, experi-
ences a greater angle of attack when the combination is unbent, snd, there-
fore, should be designed to withstand the maximum angle of attack estimated
for the unbent condition. Further, it is possible that a,gust will strike
the combination when it is already bent because of wing incidence, thus
producing additional loading. ,Afactor of safety should, therefore, be
included in the strength calculations to accou_t for this snd other
unknown conditions.

In some instances, it may be important to consider the effect of
booster-thrust misalinement as a result of bending of the combination. ‘-
‘Examinationof the deflection curves in figures_13 and 14 reveals that--

. . .—
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. the effect of bending is to produce destabilizing moments due to thrust
misalinemen% with respect to the center of gravity of the codoination.
For combinations having. s
significant magnitudes.

considerable flexibility, these moments may reach

Accura~y
1

The accuracy of the methods presented herein is largely dependent
upon the assumptions and the applicability of the assumptions to the
configuration. Since no comprehensive progrsm has been conducted to
investigate the problem of aeroelastic divergence or to verify the
assumptions, the degree of accuracy can be based only on the results
obtained with the various methods.

The one-step solution for the general method (case III) has been
most widely used and has, in general, proved sufficient. The complete
solution is recommended, however, since it is believed to result in a
more accurate estimate of the aeroel.astic-divergenceMach nunibers.

The method of case II has been used only recentw, and, therefore,
even less is known of the accuracy afforded by this method. However,
for the configurations investigated by this method, there has been no
evidence of aeroel.asticdivergence when the combination was found “ssfe”
or “marginal.” The only combinations found “unsefe” by this method were
those of models 1 to 3 reported herein snd they attained a higher &ch
number than that predicted for static instability. Thus, on the basis
of the results available to date, the tithed of case II is thought to
give a conservative esthate of the aerodynsmic- and structural-divergence
Mach nmribers.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented of the effects of aeroelastic bending of model-
booster combinations indicate the following conclusions.

1. Failure to consider the effect of aeroelastic bending will usually
result in an unconservative estimate of the structural strength require-
ments and static stability of model-booster conibinations.

2. Aerodynamic divergence due to static instability generally occurs
at a lower Mach number than does structural divergence.
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3. The aerodynamic-divergenceMach number can be increased by
increasing the bending stiffness of the model-booster combination or by
increasing the size and effectiveness of the booster fins.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

~ey Field, Va.
—
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APPENDIX A
.

APPROXIMATE DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVX LIFT-CURVE SLOPE

If the aerodynamic lifting surfaces of the model-booster combi-
nation are subject to large aeroelastic effects, their effective lift-
curve slopes should he determined and these values used in the calcu-
lation of aeroelastic bending of the combination. For example, if a
rigid-wing snalysis shows marginal static stability or instability of
the combination, for the case of a model with a sweptback flexible wing,
an analysis considering the reduced effective lift-curve slope of the
model wing may show no danger of static instability. !Ihisresult is
due to the fact that flexibility of a sweptback wing results in less
severe loading on the wing and, therefore, less severe aeroelastic
bending of the combination and lower destabilizing moments due to model
bending. Conversely, a rigid-wing analysis for a straight or swept-
forward flexible wing may be unconservative.

The following approximate method may give a satisfactory indi-
cation of the wing-flexibility effects on the aeroekstic bending
response and static-stability boundary of the combination. ThiS method
utilizes data from a static-deflection test of the lifting surface and
is based on the assumption that the rotation of the M.A.C. due to a
point load applied at the center-of-pressure location on the M.A.C., is
indicative of the flexibility of the surface.

.

For a flexible sweptback wing, the convergence of the wing M.A.C.
to an equilibrium angle of attack can be expressed as follows:

(L2 )

where c%w is the resultant or equilibrium angle of attack of the

wing M.A.C.; Uo, the applied angle of attack; and ~, the initial

incremental twist of the wing M.A.C. with respect to the model center
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line. Letting K = -/% and substituting *=K - K2 +K3 _

K4_ooa. +&1+2mc gives. —

%W ~
—=— —
a. l+K (13)

The ratio ‘%w/ao -.
in equation (13) is-the’ratio of flexible- to

rigid-wing lift-curve slope. Thus, -.

*w

C%lexible = ~ C%igid

!.

A similar analysis for straight and sweptfcrward wings would result
in an equation identical to equation (4), since, for these wings,

theequilibri~ angle would be greater than the applied @.ngle;whereas,
forthe sweptback wing, the equilibrium angle is less than the applied angh.

,

.-
-.

.

.—

.

.
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METHOD OF OBTAINING DEFLECTION CURVE OF

COMBINATION FOR THE GENERAL

Figure 14 indicates the steps in obtaining

TEE MODEL-BOOSTER

CASE

the deflection curve of
model-booster combination for ap~lication of ~q method of the general
case. The procedure illustrated is easily adap~ble to tabular form
and the computation is generally performed in this manner. The exam~le
presented is for calculation of deflections in _&e XZ-plane, that is,
calculation of deflections that would affect the!longitudinal stability
of the combination. I

Calculation of the deflection curve is reduced to a problem in
statics by considering am equilibrium force system consisting of qpplied
lift forces resisted by rigid-body inertia forces equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction to the lift forces. The first step consists of
dividing the combination into incremental lengths convenient to the
calculation of the weight distribution. Once the weight distribution
has been determined, the rotational and translational inertia load
factors due to an assumed unit angle of attack are determined and are
added to obtain the total load factor. The load factor is the acceler-
ation in g at any station along the combination and is obtained from the
basic rels.tions L=ma and L&p=~~. The product of the ordinates

.
of the weight-distribution curve and the total load factor gives the
inertia load distribution. Double integration of the load-distribution
curve with consideration of applied lift loads results in determination
of the bending-moment curve. l%romthe moment curve and the known
stiffness (EI) distribution, a curve of Moment/EI is plotted. Double
integration of this Mment/EI curve then produces the deflection curve.
From the deflection curve, the incremental angles of attack of the model
and booster lifting surfaces are measmed with respect to the assumed
zero reference line and are converged (for the complete solution) or
combined with the originally assumed unit angle of attack (for one-step
solution) to determine unbalanced moment as described in the text.
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.

MODEIS OF THE ARROW- AND SWEPT-WTNGuWNS?IGURATIONS

oFFIGuR?ls3m4

Model ~ of mcdel-boostercoupling Remarks
n-r

Arrow-wingconfigurateion

Drag model. No deflected
controls. Solid-steelsting

1 for mating with booster
coupling. SuccessfuI(y boosted.

Drag model. No deflected

2 ~_& >> F2%&:Zst-

3 deflected2~”. Hollow-steel

sting. Unsucceesfu3Lybaosted.

4A Ssmeas model 2. Model not
flown in this condition.

Model 4A with modifiedtype
4B booster coupllng. Not flown

in this condition.

Model 4A with mo=ied type

4C
couplingand internalrein-
forcementto body center
section. Successfullyboosted.

Swept-wing configuration

Dreg model. No deflected

5A
controls. Not flown with
originaltype of coupling.
7*-T6 dmm-aby wing.

Model5A with mcdtiiedtype of
5B booster coupling. Successfully

boosted.

6 sameas model 5B. SuccessfuJJy
boosted.

7
Sexreas mdelB 5B end 6 but with
steelwing. Successfullyboosted.

.
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Model-booster
configuration Calculated ~

Model M, at M, at
number Figure Case II Case 111, separation failure

one-step

1 1.35 1.97

2 1.03 1.28 1.42
3

3 1.03 1.28 1.18

4C Above”2.0 1.58
I

5B Above 1.5 1.36

6 4 Above,1.5 1.43

7 Above 1.5 1.30

8 5 0.9 1.22 o.9–

9 6. ,/ 2.1 1.9

10 7 6.5 2.1.

.

—
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I a

(a) Divergent.

I A

c
o.-

(b) Nondivergent.

Figure 1.- Typical divergent and nondivergent type of configurations and
deflection curves.
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(b) Sweptback-wing models.

Figure 9.- Deflection data from static test of the Urow- and sweptback-— —
wing models and booster couplings.
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Figure 10.- Effect of Mach number on the initial incremental response w–

factor K showing the beneficial effect of the modified couplings
and of wing flexibility. s—
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Fimue 11.- Results obtained by the method of case II showing the variation
‘with Mach number of the aeroelastic bending response for the models and
of the static-stabilityboundary for the model-booster combinations.
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Figure D.- Concluded.
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Figure 14.. Pictori~ presentation of the method Of obtaiti~ the madel-
booster combination deflection curve for the method of case III.
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